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Abstract. The present paper deals with an important problem of the relational database theory, with 
analysis of dependencies. In the first part of the paper it is shown, that a sufficiently large class 
of dependencies ("hypothesis - conclusion" type of dependencies) can he expressed as first-order 
sentences. In the second part of the paper we deal with implication problems for EGD, TTGD, TGD 
types of dependencies of relational databases, wich are generalizations of dependencies, introduced 
by Beeri - Vardi ([2]). For these implication problems we give a generalized version of the proof 
procedure called chase. We introduce xchangeability-generating dependencies (XGD) and analyze 
the structure of relational database classes atisfying a system of XGDs, (EX). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Relational databases and their management systems play an important role in research and 
application of database systems [10,11]. The relational database sheme is regarded as a finite 
structure of relational shemes. The database is the instance of a given relational database sheme. 
For any given application only a subclass of all possible databases of the given database sheme 
is considered. This subclass is defined by semantic onstraints, that are to be satisfied by this 
subclass. One of the families of constraints is the family of data dependencies (the class of 
first-order sentences of a specific syntax [8]). 
In this paper we examine special expressions in first-order logic namely the total tuple- 
generating dependencies (TTGD), the tuple-generating dependencies (TGD), the equality- 
-generating dependencies (EDG) wich include many dependencies (the functional, the multival- 
ued, the join dependencies [1-10] as special cases. Generally these dependencies are defined for 
only one relation but we extend their definitions for relational databases. The main problem 
in the theory of dependencies is the implication problem. That means whether a given set of 
dependencies implies a given dependency. Since this problem can be expressed in first- order 
logic the well-known mechanical theorem proving procedures can be used. Though they are fairly 
general hence not enough effective [8]. Therefore some special proof procedures are introduced 
in the relational model [2,3]. The best known of these procedures, called chases are defined for 
the database consisting of a single relation. We extend the procedure chase to the case of the 
relational databases including more relations. 
In the second part of the paper a set of EGD-s is associated with a set of corresponding TTGD-s 
and the structure of the latter class is examined. 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATIONS 
Let U = {A1, A2 . . . .  , An} be the set of attributes called the universe, and let 
D = {Dr, D2,. . . ,  Dn} be set of corresponding domains. A database scheme B consists of rela- 
tional schemes 
Rl(Al l , . . . ,Al , ,1), . . . ,Rk(Akl , . . . ,Aknk),  
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where A 0 E U, j = 1 , . . . ,n l ,  j = 1 , . . . , k .  
A relation rj C_ Oi l  × . . .  x D in  j is said to be a relation of Rj-type. An element of r# 
can be represented by an nj-tuple or a row t = (x l ,x2 , . . . , zn j )  where the i t-Ah component zi 
is a value from the domain Dji. The tuple t = (x l ,x2 , . . . , zn j )  can be considered as a map 
ni t : {Aj~,...,Aj,~#} b Ui=lDij , in this terminology t can take a value t[Aj~] for the attribute 
Ajl from the set Dji. A system b of relations r l , . . . ,  rt  is said to be an instance of the database 
scheme b over D if rj is Rj-type, j = 1 , . . . ,  k, or simply a relational database of B-type. 
Let VALb(Aji) denote the set of values that occur in rows of rj in the place of Aji. Let 
VALb(At) = tJA#,=A, VALb(Aji). Using these notations a database realization b = ( r l , . . . ,  rk) is 
always regarded as a realization over 
VALb(U) :- {VALb(A1),..., VALb(An)}. 
Further on we fix a database scheme B and suppose that D i f l  Dj = $ (i ¢ j) .  
A subset ~" of the possible database realizations can be considered as a restriction for databases. 
In the real applications these restrictions mean consistency constraints for the permitted relational 
databases. For the construction of a restriction set ~" we can use different ools. Many of them 
operate on the subsets of U and mean different kind of dependencies among the values of the 
relational database for the given sets of attributes. The general form of a restriction is an 
expression in first-order logic. Let F be a formal description of a restriction and we call F 
a dependency. The restriction set of relational databases that consists only of the relational 
databases atisfying F is denoted by SAT(F). There are three main problems in the theory of 
dependencies: the implication problem, the problem of formal systems of dependencies and the 
problem of composition - decomposition of relations (normalization). 
The implication problem of dependencies 
Let {7 = {G1, . . . ,Gn} be a set of dependencies and G is a dependency. We say that G is 
implied by {7 and denote it by {7 ~ G if 
SAT({7) := n~=ISAT(Gi ) C SAT(G). 
The question is how to decide or prove whether the implication {7 ~ G is true or not ([2,5,6,7,9]). 
The problem of formal systems: 
Let £ be a formal language in a given system which describes some subset of dependencies. 
The closure of a subset {7 C_ £ is the set of dependencies from/2 that are implied by {7. It is 
denoted by {7*. A subset {7 of/2 is closed if {7 = {7*. A closed system of dependencies from/2 
must satisfy some rules like 'this type of dependencies must belong to it' or 'if some dependency 
belongs to it, then another one must belong to it too'. We can choose rules as axioms and ask 
whether they are sound and complete in/2, i.e. a subset of/2 satisfying the axioms is closed and 
all closed sets satisfy the axioms ([1,2,3,7]). 
The problem of composi~wn - decomposition 
Consider two database schemes BI,B2 over U = {At .... ,AN}. Let {71,{72 be two sets of 
dependencies. A function a that maps the set of BI - type relational databases into the set of B2- 
type relational databases is called decomposition. The problem of composition - decomposition 
is related to the inverse properties of a under the restriction that it is a SAT({71) , SAT({72) 
-type function. 
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3. RELAT IONAL COMPONENT CALCULUS 
AND HYPOTHESIS  - CONCLUSION FORMULAS (HC) 
We describe a restricted version of the relational component calculus defined in the book of 
UUman [10]. 
A formula in the relational component calculus is built from atoms and a collection of operators 
to be defined shortly below. 
The atoms are of two types: 
1. R j (Z l , . . . ,  znj) where z 1 , . . . ,  zni are component variables and Rj is a relation name. Let us 
associate a relation rj of arity nj with Rj. By under this association the atom is true for the 
current values of z l , . . . ,  zni iff they form a row belonging to rj. 
2. u = v, where u, v are component variables and = is the equality operator. This atom is true 
for the current values of u and v iff the equality comparison is true for them. 
We have the logical operators (A - and, V - or, -~ - not), existential (3) and universal (V) 
quantifiers. 
The formulae of the relational component calculus are the following: 
a) ~o is a formula if it is an atom 
b) if ~ and ~2 are formulae then so are ~Ol A ~,  ~ V ~, -~1,  (3z )~,  (VZ)~l. 
e) all formulas are generated by applying the above rules 
A component calculus expression is an expression of the form 
where ~o is a formula whose only free variables are the distinct variables zt ,  z~, . . . ,  zk. It gives 
a relation containing the k-tuples for that ~ is true when relation names in ~ are associated by 
relations. 
Let R1 ,R2 , . . . ,  Rk be the relation names occuring in the formula ~. A universal domain is 
associated with ~, and it is denoted by an expression Dom(~) so that it gives VALb(U) when 
the relations r l , . . . ,  rk of the database b are associated with the relation names R1,. . . , /~k.  
Let Dom(~) be 
{U]3(X l l , . . - ,  X ln t ,  X21 , . . . ,  Z2n: l , . . .  , Xkl . . . .  , Xknk) 
" '  . . . .  . ,  u ,  
A formula is called safe ([10]) if 
1) for every association of the relation names in it with relations we have that whenever ~ is 
fulfilled by a set of values then all values must belong to Dom(~), 
2) for each subformula of ~ of the form (qu)(o~(u, vl, v2,..., Vra)) if • is satisfied by any values of 
the free variables v l , . . . ,  vm and a value z for u, this implies that z E Dora(to), 
3) for each subformula of ~ of the form (Vu)(w(U,Vl,V2,... ,vm)) if z E Dom(o~) then the value 
z for u and any values for the free variables vl , . . . ,  vm implies that a~ is satisfied. 
If ~, ~b are formulae let the formula ~ --* ~b be defined by ~ V ~b. 
Definition 3.1 
A formula of the form 
V(xx,..., XM) --. ¢(Zl, . . . ,  
is called hypotheses - conclusion fornmla (ItC) if ~, ~ are safe formulae with the same free 
variables z l , . . . ,  ZM. 
If a is a HC formula containing the relation names R1 . . . .  , Rk with arities nl . . . . .  nk and 
b -" ( r l , . . .  ,rk) is a realization of B = (R1 . . . .  , Rk) then b satisfies the hypotheses - conclusion 
dependency HHCD(~) if ~ is true in b. 
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4. THE GENERAL IZED DEPENDENCIES  OF RELAT IONAL DATABASES 
In this part we consider HCD(a)s where the formula c~ is of special type. 
Let the formula ~ be of the following form 
99(Xl, . ZM) ' - J I :~I (u~l l  }, ..  U {1) A D /U(1) . u (1) ~A. . .A  • " ' " ' In l )A""  -"tl~ m11)"  ", mxn l l  
tU(k) " U(k) ~^" 'AR~(urn~l , "  ", "kn,,, '  A ~kt  11 , ' "  , I nh]  ' '  (k) . U(k) 
where ear& variable u~ ) is one element of the set {Zl . . . .  , ZM). 
Let us introduce the following relation database 
G = (11, 12,. . . ,  Ik), where 
the relation Ip is defined by 
/p := 
i uO;) 
L m~l " ' "  
) 
u(p) / 
Let the formula ~ be of the following form 
p= 1 , . . . , k .  
, (1) . v (1) "~A. . .A  ¢(X l , . . . ,ZM)  - - : I (y l , . . . , yK) (R1(V~11) , . . . ,V~l )  1 )A ' ' 'A ,~ IUv / ,1 , . .  , , ,n , ]  
" ' '~  lnk /  " ' "  ~ Iknk 
A(z11  "- Z12 )A ' ' 'A (zq '  = Zq,)), 
where each variable denoted by the symbol v or z is one of the set 
{Zl , . . . ,ZM,  Y l , . . . ,YK} .  
The variables Y l , . . . ,  YK called unique variables. 
Let us introduce the following relational database J~ = (J1, J2 , . . . ,  Jk), where the relation Jp 
is defined by 
" "  ~ ' lnp  
J~ := 
I v(p) . (p) 
L Ip1 . . . .  Ipnp 
Definition 4.1 
, p -  1 , . . . , k  
A dependency HCD(a) is called generalized 
dependency if a = V(z i , . . .  ,ZM)(~(Zl, . . .  ,ZM) --+ ¢(z l , . . .  ,XM)) and ~,¢  have the form de- 
scribed above. 
From a practical point of view we expect a dependency not to be sensitive for mappings of 
domains or in other words for coding the elements of domains. In order to investigate this 
property we need to introduce mappings of relational databases by value transformations which 
we call valuations. 
Let I -- (11 . . . .  , Ik) and b = ( r l , . . . ,  r~) be two realizations of the relational database scheme 
B. A function h(z) is called a valuation if whenever z E VALI(U)  then h(z) E VALb(U) holds 
and z E VALI(A i )  implies h(z) E VALb(Ai). (Remark that we earlier assumed the distinction 
of the domains.) 
The valuation h maps a row t = (z l , . . .  ,znj) of Ij to a row 
h(t) -- (h(zD, . . .  ,h(zn~)) the relation Ij to the relation h(Ij) := Ut~ish(t) and the database I 
to the database h( I) = ( h( I1), . . . , h( Ik ) ). 
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Denote by h-1 the total inverse image that is 
h-l(y) = {zlh(z ) = y} when y E h(VALb(U)). 
Extend the union operator for relational databases by the union of the component relations 
and the inclusion of databases inthe same way that is bl C b2 if each relation of b2 contains the 
corresponding relation of hi. 
It follows easily that 
h - l (K )= U J if g- 'h ( I ) .  
h(Y)CK 
in other words h- l (K)  is the maximal database which is mapped to K by h. (Similarly we can 
give h-I(Kj)  and h-a(s) where Ifj = h(Ij) and s = h(t) respectively). 
We call I the hypothesis and say that b satisfies the hypothesis I iff there exists a valuation h
such that h(I) C b. 
We call the databases bl, b2 weakly equivalent iff there are valuations h, g such that h(bl) = b2 
and g(b~) = hi. 
Now we give a class of tiC-formulae called Attribute bounded Hypothesis - Conclusion formulae 
(AHC) so that the corresponding dependencies AHCD are invariant under weak equivalence that 
is two weakly equivalent relational databases satisfy or do not satisfy a given ARCD at the same 
time. 
A HC formula is called attribute bounded (AHC) if 
i) each component variable is bounded to one attribute Ai, that is x appears in atoms of 1~ type 
by the previous definition in the place of the attribute Ai, 
ii) both component variables in atoms of 2 "d type are bounded to the same attribute. 
5. THE ATTRIBUTE BOUNDED GENERALIZED DEPENDENCIES 
Definition 5.1 
A generalized ependency HCD(a) is called attribute bounded (AGD) iff a is an attribute 
bounded formula. 
The implication of attribute bounded ependencies is deeply investigated in a series of papers 
and mentioned in [10] for the restricted case, when the formula corresponding to the dependency, 
contains only one relation name. Here we extend the main technique called chase procedure used 
for implication problem AGD-s to the case of relational databases. First we define the basic 
three types of AGD-s by the terminology used in [2]. It can easily be shown that all the AGD 
dependencies can be decomposed into these basic three types of dependencies and they are not 
decomposable sowe can view them as elementary dependencies. 
Definition 5.2 
An AGD is called equality - generating dependency (EGD) if in the corresponding HC formula 
¢ is z = y where z ,y 6 VALh,(Aj). Denote it by (I~,z = y) or simply by ( I ,z  = y). 
When we emphasize that an EGD acts on a column corresponding to the attribute Aj then Aj 
- EGD is to be written. 
A given relational database b satisfies (I, x = y) iff for each valuation h for which h(I) C_ b, 
h(x) -- h(y) holds. 
Definition 5.3 
An AGD is called total tuple - generating dependency (TTGD) if in the corresponding HC 
- formula ¢ is Rj(zl . . . .  ,x~j) for some 1 < j < k where zi E VALt,(Aj l ) , i  = 1,... ,nj. Denote 
it by (I~,tj) where tj = (Xl,... ,znj) or simply by (I, tj). 
When we want to emphasize that a TTGD acts on j~.Ah relation Rj - TTGD can be written. 
A given relational database b = (r l , . . .  ,rk) satisfies (I, tj) iff for each valuation h for which 
h(I) C b, h(tj) E rj holds. 
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Definition 5.4 
An AGD is called tuple generating dependency (TGD) if in the corresponding HC-formula 
~b does not contain atoms of 2 nd type and J~ = (Jz . . . .  , Jk) satisfies the following condition: if 
t E J~ then t has a component y such that y ~ VALx~(U). Denote it by (I~, J~) or simply by 
(I, J). 
A given relational database b satisfies (I, J) iff for each valuation h for which h(I) C_ b there 
exists an extension h~ of h to J for which h~(J) C b. 
6. THE GENERALIZED CHASE PROCEDURE 
Let F be a system of elementary AGD dependencies (EGD, TTGD, TGD) and D be another 
elementary AGD. We describe a procedure for the implication problem F ~ D. The basis of the 
procedure is the following. Consider a relational database b. By elementary steps b is transformed 
into a database that satisfies the system F. This final database is allowed to be infinite. Each 
step of the procedure corresponds to a dependency of F in the following way. 
i) EGD - type step 
Let E = (I, z = y) be an EGD from F. We say that E can be applied to the database b iff 
there is a valuation h for which h(I) C_ b but h(z) ¢ h(y). Then take two functions gl(z),g2(z) 
that map VALb(U) to itself defined as follows: 
fh (x )  if z=h(z )  or z=h(y) ,  
gl(z) 
z otherwise 
fh(y)  if z=h(x)  or z=h(y) ,  
g2(z) 
z otherwise . 
Then the result of the application of E to b is gz(b) or g2(b). 
it) TTGD - type step 
Let TT = (I, tj) be a TTGD from F. We say that TT can be applied to the database 
b = (rz, . . . , rk)  iff there exists a valuation h for which h(I) C_ b but h(tj) ~ D" Then the 
relation rj enlarged by h(tj) is denoted by b' = b + h(tj) and this database b ~ is the result of 
the application of TT to b. 
iii) TGD - type step 
Let T - (I, J) be a TGD from F. We say that T can be applied to the database b iff there 
exists a valuation h for which h(I) C_ b but there is no extension ff of h to J for which i f(J) C_ b 
holds. Then take arbitrary distinct values g(z) for values z where z E VALj(U) - VALz(U), 
and g(z) is not allowed to be in VALb(U). Extend h to J so that VALj(U) - VALI(U). Let 
b ' be the union of b and h*(J) and let it be denoted by U = b + h~(J) and b * is the result of the 
application of T to b. 
Definition 6.1 
The procedure chase F(b) is a sequence of elementary steps corresponding to F in any order 
and every step is applied to the result of the previous tep starting 
from the database b.
Note that if the set of dependencies F contains a TGD dependency then the procedure may 
become a transfinite procedure. The simpliest case is when F includes only TTGD dependencies 
because in this case the result of chase F(b) is unique and the number of the steps is finite if the 
database b is finite. This follows from the next two theorems. 
Theorem 6.1 
Let F be a set of TTGD dependencies and bt, b2 E SAT(F).  
Then bl fl b2 E SAT(F). 
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Theorem 6.2 
Let F be a set of TTGD dependencies. 
Then chase F(b) = N a. 
bCa 
oESAT(r) 
Remark that if F is a set of TTGD and EGD dependencies then result of 
chase r(b) is always finite if b is finite and it is unique in the sense of weak equivalence. 
For the case of a single relation this has been proved in [2]. Now we give a theorem that makes 
the role of EGD dependencies clear. Its proof will be obvious by the results of the next part. 
Theorem 6.3 
Let F be a set of TTGD and EGD dependencies. Then we can give a set F* of TTGD 
dependencies so that for every database b chaser(b) can be written in form g(chaseF, (b)) where 
g(z) is a function of VALb(U) into itself and 
g-t(chaser(b))  = chaser, (b). 
In the general case, when F contains TGD dependencies in the procedure chaser elementary 
steps may be applied by infinite many times so we must exactly define what we mean by the 
result of the procedure. Therefore first we should require the domains to be totally ordered and 
well - founded sets. The results of the procedure chaseF(b) is defined as follows: 
- A tuple tj belongs to the relation of Rj - type of chaser(b) iff there is a finite number m0 such 
that tj is in result of rn =-~h step for all m > m0. 
- Moreover we require that when applying an EGD - type step the bigger value is equalized with 
the smaller one. 
By the well - foundedness a value can be changed to a smaller one only by finite many times, 
so the last condition makes sure that chase F(b) is well defined. 
We now show how to use the chase procedure to the implication problem F ~ D. Let I be the 
hypothesis of D and consider the procedure chase F(D). Let the function g(z) be the composition 
of the mappings used in EGD - type steps in the same order as EGD - type steps follow in the 





Suppose F does not contain TGD dependencies. 
Then F ~ D holds iff 
(in the case of D = (I, z = y)) 
g(x) = g(y), 
(in the case of D = (I,tj)) 
g(tj) E chaser( I ) j ,  where chaser( I) j  is the relation of Rj - type of the database chaseF(I), 
(in the case of D = (I, J ) )  
there exists an extension g'(z) of g(x) to J such that g'(J) C chaser( I) .  




When F includes some TGD dependencies, chase F(I) proves the implication 
F~ D i f  
i) (in the case of D = (I, z = y)) 
x and y are transformed into the same value in some step of the procedure, 
(in the case of D = (I, tj)) 
gi(tj) becomes a tuple of the Rj - type relation of the procedure in the i~  step for some i, 
where gi is the composition of the mappings used in EGD - type steps before the i ~-~h step, 
(in the case of D = (I, J ) )  
' j  for some i there exists an extension g~ of gi to J so that gi( ) is included in the database 
obtained in the i~  step of the procedure (g~ as in ii)). 
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Inversely, the procedure chase can not always be applied to prove that F ~ D does not hold, 
because the conditions of Theorem 6.5 may never satisfied in any step of the procedure. 
In the next theorem we show that if F does not include TGD dependencies then the EGD 
dependencies do not play an important role in the implication problem. 
Theorem 6.6 
Let F, F* be the same systems of dependencies a in Theorem 6.3 
Then F ~ D iff 
i) (in the case of D = (I, ~j)) 
tj 6 chaser. (I)j, 
ii) (in the case of D = (I, z = y)) 
g(z) = g(y) for the function g whose existence is asserted in the Theorem 6.3. 
When databases consist of only single relation Theorem 6.6 is proved in [2]. The proof of this 
theorem is given in section 8. 
7. THE EXCHANGEABIL ITY  GENERATING DEPENDENCIES  (XGD) 
Denote by 6(~,j,y) the tuple that we get by exchanging the j~.Ah component of the tuple t -- 
(Z l , . . . , xk )  with y and denote by 8(t,x,y) the tuple that we get exchanging the value z in 
the tuple t = (.. .  , x , . . .  ) with y. Let 6( I , j , r )  be the database that we get by exchanging the 
j~  relation of the database I with the relation r. Let E = (I, x = y) be an A-EGD, that is 
x, y E VALI(A). For simplicity suppose that the attribute A appears in the first l relation type 
of the database scheme B. Let us fix the dependency E. Then consider the following special 
TGD dependencies. For j = 1 . . . .  , ! let Xj = (6(I, j, IXj), iXj) where tXj is a tuple of Rj-type, 
tXj [A] = y and the other values of tXj do not occur in the database I, IXj = I + Q(tXj, y, z). 
We call the set EX = {X1 . . . . .  Xt} the system of exchangeability generating dependencies 
A - XGD corresponding to the dependency E. The name will be clear by considering the 
procedure chaseEx. If applying the procedure chaseE(b) two values u, v coincide, then they 
become symmetrical, substitutable one for the other just as in the result of chaseEx(b) that is if 
the tuples t = ( . . . .  u , . . .  ) or s = (.. .  , v , . . . )  belong to the chaseEx(b) then the tuples p(t,u,v) 
or p(s, v, u) are also in chaseEx (b) respectively. 
Now we give a characterization f the structure of SAT(EX). Consider a database 
b 6 SAT(EX).  Define a partial equivalence r lation (denoted by ~) on VALb(A) so that u ,.. v iff 
there is a valuation h for which h(I) C__ b, h(z) = u, h(y) = v. By b 6 SAT(EX) it is easy to show 
that the relation .~ is an equivalence on a subset of VALb(A). (It may be a little odd because 
neither E nor EX is symmetical with respect o z,y.) Let V1, ]/2,.. . ,  VM be the equivalence 
classes and V := VALb(A) - uMlp~. Define a function g(z) on VALb(A) to be identical on V 
and a constant (e.g. the smallest value) on Vi, i - 1 , . . . ,  M. 
We call g(b) the kernel of b with respect o EX and it is denoted by KerEx(b). The kernel has 
the following properties: 
i) ger~x(b) 6 SAT(E), 
ii) g-l(KerEx(b)) = b, 
iii) Ker~x(b) is weakly equivalent to chaseE(b). 
These properties make it possible to define an equivalence relation --~ on SAT(EX).  For Ex 
hi,b2 6 SAT(EX), bl ~x b2 iff Ker~x(bl) is weakly equivalent o Ker~x(b2). Denote by 
ClassEx(b) the equivalence class of b with respect o -~. It is not difficult to show that these 
EX 
classes are closed with respect o the AGD dependencies that is 
iv) for any TTGD or TGD dependency either member of ClassEx(b) satisfies the dependency or
none of them, 
v)  for any A 1 - EGD dependency (Aj # A) either each member of CiassEx(b) satisfies the 
dependency or none of them, 
vi) for any Aj - EGD dependency (Aj = A) satisfied by Ker~x(b) each member of ClassF~x(b) 
satisfies the corresponding XGD dependency; the inverse assertion does not hold because if 
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each element of ClassEx(b) satisfies an Aj -XGD dependency ( .4/= A) then KerEx(b) does 
not necessarily satisfy the corresponding EGD dependency; 
A sufficient and necessary condition for the fulfillment of the inverse assertion is that the 
corresponding EGD dependency is of form (J, u = v) and there exists a valuation h for which 
h(z )  c 3, = = 
Now we examine systems of dependencies and the structure of the set of databases satisfying the 
dependencies. Let F = {El, . . . .  Et, 7"1,... ,Tin} be a system of dependencies where E l , . . . ,  El 
are EGD dependencies and TI , . . . ,  Trn are TTGD or TGD dependencies. Consider the system 
F* corresponding to F replacing El, . . . ,  Et with the corresponding XGD's EX1,... ,  EXt. (This 
is just the set F* that is in theorem 6.3 and 6.6). At first suppose that m - 0, which means that 
F consists of only EGD dependencies. 
Define the kernel of the database b, b E SAT(F*), with respect o F* in the following way 
KerF. (b) : -  KerEx, ( KerEx2(. . ( KerEx, (b ) ) . . . ) ). 
Obviously the order of functions KerEx~ does not matter in the definition. Denote gl,.- .,g~ 
the functions corresponding to KerExI , . . .  , KerEx2 and define g(z) := gl(g2(... (g/(z)).. .)) so 
g(b) = KerF. (b). 
Then we have the following properties 
i)' KerF.(b) E SAT(F), 
ii)' g-l(gerF.(b)) = b, 
iii)' KerF.(b) is weakly equivalent to chaseF(b). 
,.~ is defined on SAT(F*) by bl ~. b~ iff KerF. (bl) is weakly equivalent An equivalence r lation F. 
to KerR. (b2). Denote ClassF. (b) the equivalence class containing b. 
Similarly to iv) - vi) we have 
iv)' for any TTGD or TGD dependency either each member of ClassF. (b) satisfies the dependency 
or none of them, 
v)' for any Aj - EGD dependency if F does not include Aj - EGD dependencies then either each 
member of ClassF. (b) satisfies the dependency or none of them, 
vi)' if F contains ome A~ - EGD dependency then for any Aj - EGD dependency satisfied by 
gerF* (b) each member of ClassF. (b) satisfies the corresponding XGD dependency; 
the inverse assertion does not always hold that is if each element of ClassEx(b) satisfies an 
Aj - XGD where F contains ome Aj - EGD then KerEx(b) does not necessarily satisfy the 
corresponding Aj - EGD. 
We examine the relationship between classifications of different dependency systems. Let 
F = {El , . . . ,  Et}, G = {HI, . . . ,  Hm} be two systems of EGD dependencies. Consider SAT(F*), 
SAT(G*) and SAT({F t9 G}*) -'- SAT(F*)N SAT(G*) and let KF., KGo and K{FvG}. be the 
systems of equivalence classes with respect o ~., ~., and {Fv,.~e}. respectively. 
Let C1 E KF., C~ E Ka., C3 E K{Fve}.. If C1 N C2 ¢ 0 then one of the next assertions i
true. 
1) C1 C C~, C2 E KiFva}. and KerF.(C1) is not weakly equivalent to any kernel with respect 
to G*, 
2) C2 C CI, C1 E K{FvG}* and Kera. (C2) is not weakly equivalent to any kernel with respect 
to F*, 
3) CI -" C~, C1 E K{Fva}* and Kera.(C2) = KerF.(C1). 
If C1 C C2 then for all C' E KF. either C ' C C2 or C ~ N C2 = $ and similar assertion holds if 
C. c_ C1. 
For all C.q E KiFua}. either C3 E KF. or C3 E KG.. 
Back to the general case when F contains not only EGD dependencies denote by F0 the EGD 
dependencies of F. It is clear that SAT(F) C SAT(Fo) and SAT(F*) C_ SAT(F~). Consider 
the classification on SAT(F$) with respect o ~-~, denoted by KF~. Obviously KF; gives a 
classification on SAT(F*) which we denote by KF.. By the property iv)' for any Class(b) E KF. 
either Class(b) C_ SAT(F*) or Class(b)rl SAT(F*) - 0 therefore KF. C KF$. 
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It fo l lows that  
SAT(F) = {tic = gerR~ (b), b e SAT(F*)) 
and the structure of SAT(F) coincides with the structure KF* in the sense of weak equivalence. 
8. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHASER AND CHASEr . .  
In this section we prove theorem 6.3 and theorem 6.6 using the kernels introduced previously. 
The proof of theorem 6.3 
Consider a set F of dependencies including no TGD dependencies. In order to prove theorem 
6.3 it is sufficient o show that chaser and chaseR, carry a given database b to the same class. By 
theorem 6.2 the result of chaseR, is unique if F* includes only TTGD dependencies. Therefore 
the algorithm chaser is associated with an algorithm chaseR, in the following way. 
a) If in an EGD - type step of chaser we have the function g for which g(z) = g(y) then take those 
TTGD-type steps for chaseR, which correspond to the XGD that makes the values g(z), g(y) 
exchangeable. 
b) If in a TTGD - type step of chaser a tuple t gets into the database then take those TTGD 
- type steps for chaseR, which add the tuple t and all the tuples created by substituting the 
values of t for corresponding interchangeable values to the database. 
It is enough to show that the result of the algorithm defined above corresponding to the algo- 
rithm of chaser satisfies F* because it is an algorithm of chaseR.. It is proved by contradiction. 
First note if in the l ~h step of chaseR(b) we have the database b2 and the contractive function 
gl(z) then the algorithm for chaseF, constructed parallel with it has the.database g~l(b2). It 
follows that the result of the algorithm Constructed for chase~-, is g-t(chasef(b)) where g is the 
composition of functions gl. Denote by g-l(chaseR(b)) by d. Suppose that d does not satisfy F*. 
Then there is an exceptional dependency D in F* and a corresponding exceptional valuation h. 
There may be two cases. 
a) D • F and D is a TTGD of form (I,t), h(I) C d but h(t) ~ d. Then g(h(I)) C_ chaseR(b) 
so g(h(t)) • chaseR(b). That implies g-l(g(h(t)) C_ d which together with h(t) • g-l(g(h(t))) 
gives a contradiction with hit ) ~ d. 
b) D ~ F and D is an XGD corresponding to an E := (I, z - y) • F. Then D is of form (J, t) = 
(6(I, j, Ij t3(Ul, . . . ,  x, . . . ,  unj)), (u l , . . . ,  y .. . .  , u, j))  and h(g) C d but h(t) ~ d. Then h(J) C d 
implies g(h(Q(t, y, x))) • chaseR(b) and on the other hand h(I) C d that is g(h(I)) C_ chaseR(b). 
Then g(h(x)) = g(h(y)) that is h(y) • g-l(g(h(z))). It follows h(t) • g-l(h(~(t,y,z)))) C_d 
which is a contradiction. 
So we proved that the defined algorithm is an algorithm for chaseR.. We have to show that 
d and b are in the same class of SAT(F*). For this it is enough to show that g(x) = g(y) 
implies the equivalence of z, y with respect o some EGD in F, but this follows directly from 
the construction. To complete the proof note that chaseR(b) • SAT(F), and from this it follows 
that KerF.(d) is weakly equivalent to chaseR(b) and the required function g(z) is defined by 
gerR.(chaseF.(b)) = g(chaseR.(b)). I"1 
The proof of theorem 6.6 
(Necessity) 
Assume T = (I,t) and ~ ~ chaseR.(/). Then g(t) ~ chaseR(I). Since I C chaseF.(I) therefore 
g(I) C chaser(I). Then chaseR(I) violates T contradicting chaseR(I) • SAT(F). Assume 
E = ( I ,z  = y) and g(z) ¢ g(y). for the function g which projects chaseR-(/) to its kernel. As 
above g(I) C chaseR(l) violates dependency E. 
(Sufficiency) 
Suppose T = (I,t), t • chaseR.(/) but there exists a database satisfying F but not satisfying T. 
In other words there is a valuation h, h(I) C b but h(t) ~ b. Since b • SAT(F), chaseF(h(I)) = 
go(chaseF.(h(I))) C_ b. It is obvious that chaseF.(h(I)) = h(chaseF.(I)) if F* includes only 
TTGD dependencies. From t • chaseR. (I) we have 
go(h(t)) • go(chaseR(h(I))) = chaseR.(h(I)) C_ b. 
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Since go(h(t)) = h(t), chaseF(h(I)) does not change b. Then h(t) E b which is a contradiction. 
Suppose E = (I, z = y) and the function g(z) corresponding to chaseF. (I), g(z) = g(y) but 
there exists a database b, b £ SAT(F) but b ~ SAT(E). Then there is a valuation h, h(I) C_ b 
hut h(z) ¢ h(y). 
As above we get 
go(chaseF. ( h( I ) ) ) -" go( h(chaseF. (I))) = ehaseF( h( I) ). 
On the other hand 
KerF. (h(chaseFo (I))) = KerFo (h(KerF. (chaseF. (I)))), 
therefore go(h(u)) = go(h(g(u))) for all u £ VALh(D(U). 
Since go is the identity if b E SAT(F), then h(u) = h(g(u)), but from g(z) = g(y) we get 
h(z) = h(y) which is a contradiction. [] 
Concluding remarks 
The investigation of the most important relational dependencies, their implication problem, 
the decomposition of relations, query and update systems can be treated by the general theory 
of the first- order logic. In the symbolic logic we always suppose that different oceurences of 
a variable get the same value in a substitution. On the contrary, if the equality relation holds 
between two variables for a substitution, it does not mean that the same element is substituted. 
Even the extra axioms for the interpretations of the equality relation can only assure that we can 
not distinguish them by the predicate calculus. Starting from this observation we introduced the 
exchangeability generating dependencies instead of the equality generating dependencies. From 
the model theoretic point of view it means that we have given certain homomorphic mappings of 
the models. 
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